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ISO 9001:2000 Approved
In an on-going effort to provide excellent quality, service and products, Monitor has recently been
awarded ISO9001:2000 status.

Breathing Unit
Once again we have designed a unit specifically for a customer. The application was to
supply air to a person working in hazardous conditions.
Two 3000 bar air cylinders are placed in holders and connected to an air hose via a demand
regulator which is then connected to the mask of the person requiring air. The hose is coiled
onto a live hose reel for easy handling.

New Base for Safety shower
As a result of customers with special application problems, we have now
decided to supply U-Type Safety showers with either a rubber mat or open
mesh bases. The expanded metal mesh is heavy duty stainless steel. Both
options are the same price.
The U-Type Safety shower retails for R4210.00 + VAT with eyewash bowl
and R3380.00 + VAT excluding eyewash bowl.

Lazer Cut Under body Washer
In last months newsletter, we showed a prototype of the under body washer. The final version is now
lazer cut and looks excellent.

Well Done, Amina!
Someone phoned into our Johannesburg
branch and ordered a unit, he claimed
that a cheque had been cleared through
BOE and said that Amina could phone
BOE for confirmation and gave Amina
BOE's number and a contact person.
Amina was suspicious so she played it
safe and looked up BOE's number in the
phone book rather than use the number
she had been given. When she phoned BOE (on the different
number), she was informed that no-one by the contact name she
was given worked there.
Watch out for similar scams!

“Whether you think that you can, or that you can't, you are usually right.”
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safety shower solutions
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U-Type Safety Shower
The U-Type shower is designed to incorporate multiple fullcone nozzles to
ensure that the user is completely drenched from all sides. This is
particularly useful in more dangerous situations where instant all round
drenching is required.

Material Breakdown
Pipe
Nozzles
Ball Valve
Eyewash Bowl
Eyewash Nozzles
Inlet

Stainless Steel
Chrome Plated Brass
Brass
Stainless Steel
Chrome Plated Brass
3/4“

Specifications
Overall Height mm
Base Plate mm
Number of Nozzles

2100
600x600
13

Dimensional Drawing

Eyewash Bowls

Stand alone eyewash units are also
available. They are used for flushing foreign
objects or chemical quickly from the eyes
using a soft foaming nozzle system. The
model pictured is the foot operated version,
however a wall mount, lever operated
version is also available. They are
constructed from stainless making them
extremely durable.
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